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In January 2011, following an abrupt adjustment of polar north, the Minnesota Planetarium

Society and the mainstream media proclaimed that a new zodiac system would need to be

adopted. Ophiuchus, the Serpent-Bearer, was proclaimed as the “new” astrological sign for a

new zodiac made of thirteen houses instead of twelve.But all of this was foreseen back in

2002, by Tracy R. Twyman, then writing for Dagobert’s Revenge Magazine. In 2002’s The

Cutting of the Orm, Tracy R. Twyman actually predicted that future reform of the zodiac and

annual calendar would come about after a pole shift, in which a thirteenth house would be

added to the zodiac, and a thirteenth month added to the year.Perhaps most astoundingly, this

prediction was made after examining numerical codes embedded in the literature published by

the Priory of Sion back in the mid-twentieth century, within documents supposedly written by

avant-garde artist and filmmaker Jean Cocteau. Following the clues left by this mercurial

character, Twyman discovered a new calendar: not one useful for the present time, but one that

might some day come into being. Furthermore, the clues also led her to reconstruct the old

calendar of the Golden Age before the Flood, as it had been before the Earth’s axis was tilted

to its present state. The results of this investigation will shock and amaze you.

A fresh and new talent on the scene, God has blessed Elizabeth Maddrey with a gift of

expressing God's grace in a fresh, inspirational way. This is a beautiful story of love,

forgiveness, and of God's blessings regardless of the situation. It will greatly impact anyone

who reads it. --W. GreeneEngaged to be engaged...Lydia loved Brad but after making love,

Brad moves onto another girl leaving Lydia to pick up the pieces. Lydia's life soon tumbles from

the perfect life she had and travels a path she never thought she d journey on. Elizabeth

Maddrey writes with real emotions, showing you that God has a plan for our lives and that we

need to be discerning of those foxholes we encounter. --Rachel Fischer, LibrarianPost-abortion

grief can strike anywhere, even close to home, when we least expect it. Wisdom to Know offers

a compelling example of how the fear of losing the love and respect of others following an

abortion can often lead to self-imposed isolation, alienation, and self-destruction. Even more

importantly, it is also a tale of why Christians must always be ready to offer understanding and

compassion to everyone who lives under the shadow of post-abortion grief and guilt . . .

especially those victims who are closest to our hearts. --David C. Reardon, Ph.D., author of

The Jericho Plan: Breaking Down the Walls Which Prevent Post-Abortion Healing --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorElizabeth Maddrey is a semi-

reformed computer geek and homeschooling mother of two who lives in the suburbs of

Washington D.C. When she isn't writing, Elizabeth is a voracious consumer of books. She loves

to write about Christians who struggle through their lives, dealing with sin and receiving God's

grace on their way to their own romantic happily ever after. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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The Cutting of the Orm: The Secret Calendar of the Priory of SionBy Tracy R.

TwymanOriginally published withDagobert's Revenge Magazine © 2002Quintessential

PublicationsAll rights reservedAccording to the Secret Dossiers of the Priory of Sion,

discovered by the authors of Holy Blood, Holy Grail in the Parisian Bibliotheque Nationale, the

Priory broke away from its military arm, the Knights Templar, in the year 1188, during a

ceremony called "the Cutting of the Elm." This occurred following the loss of Jerusalem, in

1187, to the Saracens by the Christian crusaders, who were being led by the Knights Templar,

and their Grand Master, Gerard de Ridefort. The material in the Secret Dossiers seems to

indicate that this was, in fact, the cause of the rift between the two organizations, and that

Gerard de Ridefort had committed some form of "treason" that lead to the loss of the Holy

Land. As the authors of Holy Blood, Holy Grail put it:The Ordre de Sion, which had created the

Knights Templar, now washed its hands of its celebrated proteges. The 'parent,' in other words,

officially disowned the 'child.' This rupture is said to have been commemorated by a ritual or

ceremony of some sort. In the Secret Dossiers and other 'Prieure documents,' it is referred to

as the 'cutting of the elm,' and allegedly took place at Gisors.An event known as the "Cutting of

the Elm" did occur at Gisors during this year, although the historical record of this event does

not contain any reference to either the Order of Sion or the Knights Templar. It also does not

appear to have ever been fully explained. Supposedly, there was an elm tree located in the

"Champ Sacre", or "Sacred Field" at Gisors. The authors of Holy Blood, Holy Grail write that,

"According to medieval chroniclers the site had been deemed sacred since pre-Christian times,

and during the twelfth century had provided the setting for numerous meetings between the

kings of England and France." The Elm was, as the story goes, the only source of shade on

the field. It was more than 800 years old, and "so large that nine men, linking hands could

barely encompass its trunk." In 1188, during one of those historic meetings between the

French monarch, Philippe II, and the English monarch, Henry II, a skirmish broke out between

the two men's armies over the shelter provided by this tree. After three days of negotiations,

Holy Blood, Holy Grail states that a “full-scale onslaught” ensued. The English "took refuge

within the walls of Gisors itself, while the French are said to have cut down the tree in

frustration. Philippe II then stormed back to Paris in a huff, declaring that he had not come to

Gisors to play the role of woodcutter." Other accounts of the story include some other bizarre

details. They say that Philippe announced to Henry his intention to cut down the tree, and

Henry's response was to reinforce the trunk with bands of iron. Holy Blood, Holy Grail tells us

that:the following day the French armed themselves and formed a phalanx of five squadrons,

each accompanied by a distinguished Lord of the realm, who advanced on the elm,

accompanied by slingsmen, as well as carpenters equipped with axes and hammers. A

struggle is said to have ensued, in which Richard Coeur de Lion, Henry's eldest son and heir,

participated, attempting to protect the tree and spilling considerable blood in the process.

Nevertheless... the tree was cut down.As you can see, the relationship between the above

account and the separation of the Order of Sion from the Knights Templar is not exactly clear.

But the separation from the Templars was not the only change to occur at this time for the

Ordre de Sion. They are said to have changed their name to the "Prieure de Sion", and to have

appended to that title two subtitles. One was "the Ordre de la Rose-Croix Veritas", or "the

Order of the True Rose-Cross." The other was "Ormus", the name also given to a Gnostic

mystic from Alexandria who founded, according to Masonic tradition, an "order of initiates" in

the year 46 A.D., and who employed the Rose Cross as his symbol. The implication is that the



Priory of Sion and the Rosicrucian brotherhood were one and the same. And Jean de Gisors,

the first Grand Master of the Priory after the Cutting of the Elm, is named in a manuscript by

Robert Denyau, the cure of Gisors, as having founded the Order of the Rose-Croix in 1188.The

name "Ormus" is itself very suggestive, for the word "orme" is French for "elm", so the term

"cutting of the elm" is translated as "decoupage de l'orme." But the word "orm" in more ancient

languages, such as Sumerian and Babylonian, means "worm", or "serpent." Therefore, "cutting

of the elm" could be a play on words referring to the "cutting of the serpent." And the serpent,

as I will now discuss, was a symbol of both the night's sky, and the alphabet.The Hebrew

alphabet is referred to by Jewish mystics as the Teli, a serpent biting its own tail, like the

serpent Orobouros who encircles the night's sky, and who represents the ring of the zodiac.1

Part of the reason behind this metaphor is that the last letter of the Hebrew alphabet can be

combined with the second letter to form the shape of the first letter, Alef. Because of its

serpentine nature, the twenty-two lettered Hebrew alphabet is also called a "cable", which is

where the word "cabbala", the science of Hebrew mysticism, comes from. In this system, each

letter represents a number, the first letter, Alef, representing one.2 Each letter also

corresponds to a planet, an element, and a zodiac sign. The Hebrews further distributed their

sacred alphabet upon the Tree of Life, their version of the "world tree" common to all mythology

systems, which stands at the center point of the world -- and the universe -- providing an

anchor-point for the cosmos. The Hebrew Tree of Life in fact represents the cosmos, with each

of its ten spheres, or "Sephiroth" representing an element of creation. And slithering up the

paths between the Sephiroth formed by the letters of the alphabet is the Teli, the serpent. This

combination of the cosmic serpent and the World Tree is also common in mythology (like in the

story of the Garden of Eden). Perhaps this is part of what was being implied in the story of the

Cutting of the Elm, which involves both a tree and the implication of a serpent.The Cabalistic

Tree of Life.The mystical significance of the Hebrew alphabet has become a science studied

not just by Jews, but by all Hermeticists for at least the last few centuries. When the Knights

Templar invented the system of the Tarot, each card corresponded to a letter of the Hebrew

alphabet.3 And when the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn created their extremely complex

system of the Rose-Croix symbol, the rose in the center contained three rings of twenty-two

petals, each ring consisting of three, seven, and twelve petals, respectively. On each petal was

placed a letter of the Hebrew alphabet. These corresponded to what are traditionally called the

three "mother letters" of the Hebrew alphabet, followed by the seven planetary letters, and the

twelve letters corresponding to the zodiac. However, it is my opinion that the story of the

Cutting of the Elm refers to a similar cabalistic system using not the Hebrew alphabet, but our

modern twenty-six letter alphabet, and to a zodiac system that has been kept secret by the

Priory of Sion for over a thousand years.4 This system was revealed by the discovery of the

Compass of Enoch.
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KSG, “brilliant.... ...it truly made me think laterally about....well...everything!!! Thank you Tracy,

wonderful reading. I look forward to any other work you wish to share with us all. Kindest

always.”

Santiago Vega, “Great. Some really interesting theories. Eye opening but requires some

knowledge of basic numerological and Cabalistic concepts. A very good read.”

ouranos, “Good read. Interesting little book with lots of food for thought. Quick read with some

interesting insight. Recommend for people interested in esoteric subjects.”

The book by Tracy R. Twyman has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 6 people have provided feedback.
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